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We show that in public good problems under asymmetric information, the success of volun
tary bargaining is closely related to the structure of property rights. We characterize property
rights structures and mediated bargaining procedures that either lead to an efficient voluntary
resolution to public good problems, or achieve the efficient outcome but slightly coerce the agents
into participation. In this respect, we identify "efficient" property rights structures.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we show that in public good problems under asymmetric information, the
success of any voluntary bargaining procedure is closely related to the structure of
property rights in the economy. For clarity of exposition, we focus our attention on the
following example: in a town inhabited by n residents, a firm is considering whether to
operate a factory that generates pollution as an inevitable by-product. A higher level of
production generates a correspondingly higher level of pollution. The firm's profits are
increasing with the level of production, and the welfare of the residents is decreasing with
the level of pollution. The firm's profitability and residents' preferences are assumed to be
private information. The structure of property rights specifies the level of pollution that
the firm is entitled to emit into the environment. I

For every such economy, we describe and prove the existence of "efficient" property
rights structures. We characterize property rights structures and voluntary mediated bar
gaining procedures that maximize the sum of residents' utilities and the firm's profit and
thus lead to an efficient resolution to the public good problem. Furthermore, we show
that these efficient property rights structures are robust to changes in the underlying
environment. This suggests that the combination of efficiency-minded legislation that
would set the initial structure of property rights appropriately and a mediator who would
base his recommendations on an efficient decision mechanism could facilitate the achieve
ment of the efficient outcome. Under some circumstances, however, we show that the
mediated voluntary bargaining procedure has to be replaced by compulsory arbitration
that coerces agents into agreement. We provide results that show that when the "efficient"
property rights structure is adopted, the degree of coercion that is necessary to obtain the
efficient outcome is "small". Thus, in contrast to Rob (1989) and Mailath and Postlewaite

I. Our results apply to any public good problem where the costs and benefits of providing the public good
are monotonically increasing in the level of provision and where some additional restrictions, to be specified
later, are imposed on the form of the utility and profit functions and on the information structure.
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680 REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES

(1990) that show that non coercive bargaining over public good provision fails miserably
in large economies, we show that public good problems can be efficiently solved in any
economy through a judicious allocation of property rights and reliance on efficient
mediation or arbitration.

Two examples in private goods environments where problems of inefficient voluntary
bargaining were solved through a manipulation of property rights were discussed by
Samuelson (1985) and Cramton, Gibbons and Klemperer (1987).2 In a simple model with
an "upstream" pollutant firm and a "downstream" firm, Samuelson (1985) suggests that
in order to get efficiency, firms should bid for the property rights for pollution. He shows
that an auction for the property rights where the firm that submits the higher bid wins
the right to pollute and pays the other firm half of the average bid is efficient. Cramton,
Gibbons and Klemperer (1987) show that a partnership can be dissolved efficiently if the
initial individual shares of its partners are approximately the same size. The intuition
behind their result is similar to ours. A partner with a large share of the partnership has
strong property rights that need to be weakened to induce him to participate in an
efficient, incentive compatible, voluntary bargaining process.

The rest of the paper follows the following plan: in the next section, we demonstrate
how the structure of property rights affects the process of voluntary bargaining vis-a-vis
individuals' incentives. We present three property rights structures and discuss their
efficiency properties. In Section 3, we characterize efficient property rights structures and
voluntary bargaining procedures and discuss the issue of coercion. All proofs are relegated
to the Appendix.

2. PROPERTY RIGHTS

A property right, in law and economics alike, is the right to exclude everyone else from
the use of some scarce resource. Ordinarily, property rights are tradable, they can be
bought, sold, or exchanged for other property rights. Since holders of property rights may
also refuse to trade them, any voluntary bargaining procedure that involves a reallocation
of property rights must guarantee property rights holders a level of utility that is at least
as high as their utility when they refuse to trade their right. To clarify the role that
property rights play in our analysis, we return to the example of the production facility
which, if operated, generates pollution. We describe three different property rights struc
tures, and discuss the incentives they induce.

Suppose first that the firm has the privilege to pollute (i.e. it holds the right for a
clean environment). Because the firm is entitled to produce and pollute, if the town's
residents want the firm to reduce the level of pollution they have to compensate it for its
corresponding loss of production profits. Any reasonably efficient voluntary scheme to
compensate the firm must require those individuals who suffer more from pollution to
contribute more towards the compensation of the firm. However, under asymmetric infor
mation, the degrees of aversion to pollution are not publicly known, and therefore each
individual resident has an incentive to understate his aversion to pollution so that he can
pay less and "free-ride" on others' contributions. The analysis in Mailath and Postelwaite
(1990) shows that as the number of residents increases, the tendency to understate one's
aversion to pollution leads to an inability to compensate the firm. The intuition for this
result is that each resident faces the following trade-off: either report the truth and pay
accordingly, or lie and pay less, but increase the risk that the residents will not succeed in

2. See also the discussion in Myerson (1989, pp. 198-199).
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NEEMAN PROPERTY RIGHTS AND BARGAINING 681

raising enough money to compensate the firm and a higher level of production and pol
lution will follow. As the number of residents increases, the risk that a single resident
faces by misreporting his true valuation diminishes. On the other hand, reporting his true
valuation still costs him the same. Therefore, when the number of residents gets large, the
latter effect dominates, and eventually all the residents have an incentive to understate
their true valuation.

Consider now a second property rights structure where the town's residents, individu
ally, have the right for a clean environment. This implies that the town's residents can
freely insist that no production would take place. If the firm wants to produce and pollute,
it has to compensate each and every resident. Under this property rights structure, the
town's residents have an incentive to overstate their aversion to pollution so that they can
get a higher compensation. The analysis in Rob (1989) shows that when the number of
residents increases, the tendency of the town's residents to overstate their aversion to
pollution prevents production, because the firm cannot compensate them and still make
a profit.

The fact that when the property rights for a clean environment belong to the town's
residents they have an incentive to report higher valuations for no-pollution, and when
the property rights belong to the firm the residents have an incentive to report lower
valuations for no-pollution, suggests that an "intermediate" rights structure may provide
the residents with the appropriate countervailing incentives to report the truth. We show
that this indeed is the case below.

Suppose that the level of production ranges between 0 and 1. The third property
rights structure that we consider is where yE (0, 1) of the property rights belong to the
firm, and 1 - Y belong to the town's residents. Thus, the town's residents have the right
to insist that the level of production does not exceed y and the firm has the right to
produce at any level up to y. In the next section we show that this property rights structure
may lead to the efficient level of production and pollution through voluntary bargaining
among the residents and the firm for appropriately chosen y's.

The intuition for the result is the following. Efficient voluntary bargaining must suc
ceed in inducing agents to truthfully reveal their private information. This "incentive
compatibility" constraint uniquely determines the relationship between agents' valuations
and their expected payments. (See Proposition 1 below.) If payments are higher, agents
would rather claim that they prefer to pay less and will willingly suffer the associated
decrease in the quantity of the public good. Similarly, they will claim that they prefer to
pay more and have more of the public good if their payments are too low. If, for some
agents, the expected utilities or profit (after the incentive compatible payments are taken
into account) happen to be lower than those guaranteed by their property rights, the
voluntary bargaining procedure fails. Thus, for the voluntary bargaining to succeed, no
agent can have property rights that are too strong. This is achieved by choosing an appro
priate intermediate property rights structure.

3. EFFICIENT PROPERTY RIGHTS

3.1. Assumptions and definitions

We present the model and discuss the results in terms of the example of the production
facility that generates pollution. The economy consists of n + I agents, n individuals or
residents and a firm. A decision about the level of production is to be reached. The firm
can operate the factory at any level of production KE [0, 1]. Production entails pollution,
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682 REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES

and a higher level of production generates a higher level of pollution. Individual i's utility
is given by the function Ui(K, Vi) + t where ViE [~i' Vi]' 0 ~Vi~Vi~ 00, referred to as i's type,
determines the benefit individual i derives from less pollution and t is the (net) monetary
transfer made to individual i. We assume that Ui(K, v;) = l/>i(K) . Vi where l/>i is non negative,
continuous, decreasing and concave for all iE {l, ... , n}.3 We further assume that individ
uals seek to maximize their expected utilities.

The firm's profit from producing the quantity KE [0, 1] and receiving a monetary
transfer t is given by the function n(K, r) + t where rE [r, f], O~r~f~oo, referred to as the
firm's type, determines the firm's profitability and n(K, r) =1jJ(K)' r where lJf is non nega
tive, continuous, increasing, and concave. The firm's objective is to maximize its expected
profit.

Individuals' utility functions and the firms profit function are commonly known. In
addition, each individual knows his type Vi, and the firm knows r. None of the agents
knows the types of the other agents. We assume that all the agents believe that other
agents' types are independent random variables VI, ... , Vn , R with distributions F I , ••• ,

Fn , G, respectively. All the distributions are assumed to be differentiable and increasing.
The collection e = ({u;}7= 1, n, {F;}7= 1, G) describes a public good economy e.

Because the individuals utilities and the firm's profit are quasi-linear, Pareto efficiency
requires the maximization of the sum of individuals' utilities and the firm's profit. For
every vector of agents' types (v, r) =(VI, ..•• , Vn , r), let K*(V, r)E arg max ICE [O,Ij {n(K', r) +
r7= I Ui(K', V;)} denote the efficient production rule." It is straightforward to verify that K'*

is non decreasing in r and non increasing in v.
The total welfare in the economy is given by

W(v, r) =n(K'*(v, r), r) + r;l= I Ui(K'*(V, r), V;).

By the revelation principle (see, e.g. Myerson (1985)), any outcome that is obtained
as a result of a bargaining process among the agents can also be obtained as an equi
librium outcome of an incentive compatible direct revelation mechanism. We shall there
fore use the terms "bargaining procedure" and "mechanism" interchangeably. It is also
important to note that the suggestiveness of our normative results rely on interpreting the
mechanism as representing the recommendation of a mediator, or the decision of an arbi
trator or a court.

A direct revelation mechanism is described by n + 2 functions: a decision rule
8: n;= 1 [~i' v";] X [r, f] ~[O, 1] that specifies the level of provision of the public good as a
function of the vector of agents' reports of their types to the mediator; and n + 1 monetary
transfer functions 1'= (1'0' 1'1, ... ,rn ) where 1'0:n;= 1 LEi, Vi] X [r, f] ~R specifies the mon
etary transfer to the firm and r i : Il'', 1 [!'i' vJ X [r, f]~R specifies the monetary transfer to
individual i as a function of the vector of agents' reports.

A direct revelation mechanism (8,1') is incentive compatible if it induces agents to
truthfully report their private information. That is,

Definition. A mechanism (8,1') is incentive compatible if for all ie {I, ... , n}, Vi,
ViE [~i' Vi]' and r, rE [r, f]

E[Ui(8(V_i, Vi,R), Vi)+ ri(V-i, Vi,R)]~E[Ui(8(V-i' Vi, R), V;) + ri(V-i, Vi, R)],

3. The assumption of multiplicative separability allows us to obtain an explicit characterization of efficient
property rights in terms of an interval and simplifies the analysis. It is not necessary. The same applies to the
profit function of the firm.

4. In the cases where 1(* is not uniquely defined, choose 1(* to maximize residents' utilities. The results do
not depend on which 1(* is chosen.
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E[n(o( V, r), r) + rOe V, r)] ~E[n(o( V, f), r) + roe V, f)].

The following mechanism properties are of interest to us: budget balance, ex post
efficiency, and individual rationality.

Definition. A mechanism (0, r) is ex post budget balanced (feasible) if

L;'=o ri(v, r)(~)O for every (v, r)Erf= I [Yi' Vi] X [r, fl·

Ex post budget balance is desirable because if it is not satisfied, a mechanism is either
infeasible when L;=o ri(v,r) >0 or wasteful when L;'~ori(v,r)<O. A weaker notion of
budget balance is the following:

Definition. A mechanism (0, r) is ex ante budget balanced (feasible) if

The notion of efficiency is defined as follows.

Definition. A mechanism (0, r) is (ex post) efficient if 0 coincides with the efficient
production rule K'*.

We are obviously interested in bargaining procedures that are both efficient and
budget balanced. Below, in the proof of Theorem 2, we show that the existence of an ex
ante feasible and efficient mechanism implies the existence of an ex post budget balanced
and efficient mechanism.

For each individual i, let qi(Vi) = E[cf>i(K'*( V- i , Vi, R»] denote what individual i believes
to be the expected level of pollution in the equilibrium where all the agents report their
types truthfully and the efficient production rule is used to determine the level of pollution,
and let Qi(Vi) = I~;qi(8)d8. Similarly, for the firm, let qo(r) = E[lI'(K'*(V, r»] denote what
the firm believes is its expected profitability in the equilibrium where all the agents report
their types truthfully and an efficient production rule is used to determine the level of
production and let Qo(r)=I;:qo(8)d8. It can be shown that Qi(Vi)=E[W(V,R)lv=
vd-E[W(V,R)lvi=!'d for the residents and Qo(r) =E[W(V,R)IR= r]
- E[W(V, R)IR = r] for the firm." That is, Qi,jE {O, 1, ... , n}, is equal to agentj's expec-
tation of the total welfare in the economy given his valuation, up to a constant.

3.2. Characterization of efficient property rights

The following proposition characterizes ex post efficient and Bayesian incentive compat
ible mechanisms.

5. To see this note that by the envelope theorem. both Qi(Vi) and E[ W( V, R) I Vi =v;] are continuous
functions with a derivative equal to (j,( v.}. The same holds for the firm.
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684 REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES

Proposition 1. Suppose that 8 is an efficient production rule. The mechanism (8, r) is
incentive compatible if and only if

and

E[-ro(V, r)] =QO(r) - rqO(r) +K; 'rIrE [r, f],

(1)

where the K/s are arbitrary constants.
Hence efficient and Bayesian incentive compatible mechanisms give residents an

expected utility of Qi(Vi) + K, and an expected profit of Qo(r)+ Ko to the firm. To see the
intuition for the proposition, recall that Qi(Va =E[W(V, R)I Vi=vd - E(W(V, R)I Vi=Ed
for the individuals and that a similar relationship holds for the firm. That is, the mechan
isms identified above induce truthful reporting by giving agents (expected) transfers that
are equal to the difference between agents' expectations of the total welfare and their
utility or profit given their valuation, up to a constant. This "aligns" agents' incentives
with those of society and induces truth-telling."

We now turn to define the individual rationality constraints. As we have explained
in the previous section, when agents bargain voluntarily they may always refuse to trade
their property rights if they are dissatisfied with what they get in return. Therefore, volun
tary bargaining must satisfy individual rationality constraints that are determined by the
structure of property rights in the economy. We assume that the structure of property
rights is such that each individual has the right to insist that the firm does not operate its
factory at a production level higher than rE [0, 1], and the firm has the right to operate
its factory at any level lower or equal to r. Thus, every individual is guaranteed to enjoy
a utility level which is not lower than his utility when he suffers from a pollution level of
r but retains his full income, and the firm is guaranteed a profit level of at least nCr, r).

Definition. A mechanism (8, r) is (interim) individually rational with respect to a
property rights structure r if

and

E[n(8(V, r), r) + -ro(V, r)]~n(r, r) 'rIrE [r, fl.

Straightforward manipulation of the individual rationality constraints shows that
an efficient bargaining procedure (1(*, r) where -r satisfies (1) is individually rational
for the firm with respect to a property rights structure r if and only if r ~
minrE[!:,F] {l/I-I«Qo(r) + Ko)/r)}; it is individually rational for the individuals if and only
if r~maxViEb:i'V;] {q>il«Qi(Vi) + Ki)/Vi)} for all iE {l, ... ,n}. By Proposition 1, we can
identify every efficient and incentive compatible mechanism with an n + I-tuple vector
iK«, . . . ,Kn ) . Define the function T: Rn

+ I~ as,

. { _1(Qo(r)+Ko)} { { _1(QJva+Ki)}}r(Ko, ... , K n ) = mm l/I - max max c{Ji •
rE[!:,r] r ie{l, ...•n} Vie [ri,v;] Vi

6. It is straightforward to show that mechanisms that satisfy (1) are subjectively discretionary (d'Aspre
mont and Gerard Varet (1979)) or "Groves in expectations" (Makowski and Mezzetti (1994)) and hence coincide
with the class of mechanisms identified by d'Aspremont and Gerard Varet (1979) and Arrow (1979) for the class
of economies studied here.
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NEEMAN PROPERTY RIGHTS AND BARGAINING 685

Thus, a property rights structure y may give rise to voluntary efficient bargaining only
if there exists a mechanism, or a non negative vector (K«, ... , K n ) , such that
r(Ko, .... ,Kn ) ~O. To check whether such a mechanism, that in addition is also feasible,
exists, denote the value of the following maximization problem by S.
S = maxj-, .... ,Kn20 r(K1h... , K n ) subject to the (ex ante) feasibility constraint "2..;=0 Ki 5,

E[Rqo(R) - Qo(R)] + "2..;'= IE[ Viq;( Vi) - Qi( Vi)]. The solution to this maximization problem
identifies a family of voluntary and efficient bargaining procedures (namely, the family of
mechanisms (1(*, r) where r satisfies (I) and the K/s are given by the solution) that satisfy
the feasibily constraint.

Theorem 2. Consider a public good economy e =({Ui }~I= I, n, {Fi };,I= I, G).
(a) If S~O then there exists a mechanism that is efficient, ex post budget balanced,

Bayesian incentive compatible, and interim individually rational with respect to any property
rights structure

{ {
- I (Q;( Vi) + Ki)}} . { _1(Qo(r)+ Ko)}max max <Pi -_._- .$ Y:$ nun lfI

iE{l, ... .n ViE [!';",,] . Vr rE[[,f] r
(2)

where the vector tK«, ... ,Kn ) is determined by the mechanism.
(b) Conversely, (f S < 0 or y does not satisfy (2) for any non negative vector

(Ko, ... ,Kn ) , then there does not exist an efficient, ex ante feasible, Bayesian incentive
compatible, and interim individually rational mechanism for the economy e.

A possible criticism of this result is that the efficient property rights and voluntary
bargaining mechanism depend on the parameters of the problem such as the agents' utility
and profit functions. In addition, having modelled the bargaining process as a Bayesian
game, the efficient property rights and mechanism depend on the prior that describes
agents' beliefs about each other's valuations. While a mediator may be more flexible in
adjusting his recommendation to specific bargaining environments, it is more difficult to
believe that legislators would be capable of establishing different property rights structures
for different environments. However, the fact that when efficient property rights structures
exist they can be described by an interval of y's implies that efficient property rights
structures are robust to (small) changes in the underlying environment, that is, to changes
in both agents' utility and profit functions and beliefs. Thus, it is sufficient that legislators
specify property rights structures for a finite number of "broad classes" of bargaining
environments.

Theorem 2 also has some positive implications. Specifically, performing comparative
statics on the interval of efficient property rights identified in (2) reveals that they respond
positively to agents' utilities (i.e. an increase in individuals aversion to pollution implies
that their (efficient) right for clean air should be strengthened). This suggests that one
may interpret, say, the changes in environmental regulation in the last 30 years in the U.S.
as an efficient adjustment of property rights in response to the increasing awareness of
the dangers of industrial pollution.

Example. Consider an economy with fifteen residents. Residents' utilities from no
pollution are given by the function (I - x)" . v and the firm's net profit is given by the
function 1(([' r. The agents' valuations are independently drawn from a chi-square distri
bution where residents' distributions have one degree of freedom, and the firm's
distribution has fifteen degrees of freedom. In the case where ex =O· 7 for example, the
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686 REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES

vector tK«, , K 15) that maximizes r subject to the budget balance constraint is given by
(5·627,0·019, ,0·019) and for every yE [0'531,0'538] the mechanism specified in the
proof of part (a) of the previous theorem is efficient, ex post budget balanced, incentive
compatible, and interim individually rational with respect to y. The size of the efficient
property rights intervals depends on the curvature of the agents' utilities and profit. In
this example, it is increasing with a. When a =0,6, for example, S =-0·0005 and no
efficient property rights structure exist. The intuition for this result is that more concavity
(i.e. lower a) implies that 1(* is less responsive to agents' valuations. The agents therefore
must get a higher "premium" to maintain incentive compatibility. Because all agents must
receive this premium, it may sometimes happen that the mechanism cannot break even,
and some agents receive a lower utilityIprofit than what their property rights give them
and consequently refuse to participate in the bargaining."

The previous theorem shows that the condition S~O characterizes those economies
where efficient property rights and mechanisms exist. Obtaining a more straightforward
characterization of this condition is desirable. While we cannot obtain such a characteriz
ation in general, we are able to do so for the case where agents' utilities and profits are
linear and one agent's valuation is public information. In particular, in the case where
residents utilities are identical and are given by 1( . r, and residents' beliefs about each other
are identical, Proposition 4 in the appendix shows that the condition S~O is equivalent to
the following simpler condition,

1 n r I I-E{max{Li=l Vi,r}]--~E[W(V,R)]-E[W(V,R)Vi=r n].
n n

(3)

The intuition for condition (3) is the following. The L.H.S. of inequality (3) is the
difference in expected welfare per individual that is generated by adopting the efficient
decision rule instead of letting the firm pollute. The R.H.S. is the difference between the
expected welfare and the expected welfare conditional on individual i having a valuation
that is equal to rfn. Note that because the L.H.S. of (3) is non negative, constraint (3)
becomes less binding the smaller ("on average") Vi is in comparison to rfn. When Vi is
"large on average" in relation to rln, production and pollution is inefficient, and the
residents, realizing that an efficient decision is likely to mandate no pollution, have
stronger incentives to free ride. Thus, whether efficient property rights and voluntary
bargaining procedures exist or not depends on the relationship between the welfare per
person generated by adopting the efficient decision (L.H.S. of (3)) and the severity of the
free-rider problem as measured by the R.H.S. of (3).

Theorem 2 characterizes economies where efficient property rights and voluntary
bargaining procedures exist. In other economies, efficient bargaining procedures still exist
but they potentially violate some agents' property rights. That is, some agents may need
to be coerced into participating in the efficient bargaining process. yet, we show that when
the property rights structure is appropriately chosen (so as to maximize S) the degree of
coercion that is needed is "small." Thus, whereas until now we focused on voluntary
bargaining, henceforth we assume that any agent may force the others into bargaining
with him by exercising a right to compulsory arbitration where the arbitrator uses an
efficient decision rule that satisfies (1).

7. The example suggests that less concavity has a positive effect on the sizes of the efficient property rights
intervals and more importantly on their existence in more general settings as well. We have been unable to prove
this intuition correct.
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NEEMAN PROPERTY RIGHTS AND BARGAINING 687

We define the degree of coercion that is imposed by such an arbitrator on an agent
as the difference between the R.H.S. and the L.H.S. of the agent's individual rationality
constraint.

Definition. Given a property rights structure y E [0, 1], the degree of coercion that is
imposed on individual i E {I, ... , n} with type Vi by the bargaining procedure (8, T) is

max {Ui(y, Vi) - E[Ui(8( Vi, Vi, R), Vi) + Ti(V-i, Vi, R»), O},

and the degree of coercion that is imposed on the firm with type r is

max {n(y, r) - E[n(8( V, r), r) + To( V, r)], O}.

The total degree of coercion that is imposed on all the agents in the economy by the
bargaining procedure (8, T) is given by the sum of the degrees of coercion that are imposed
on the individuals and the firm.

We make two observations. First, in spite of the fact that the agents' type spaces
need not be bounded, it can be shown that for every y E (0, I) the maximal degree of
cercion that has to be imposed on each single agent in order to achieve efficiency when
the bargaining procedure (8, r) is such that 8 is an efficient decision rule and T satisfies
(l) is bounded.

More interestingly, we show that under more restrictive assumptions, the total degree
of coercion that needs to be imposed on all the agents together converges to zero exponen
tially fast as the economy gets large. Assume henceforth that the valuation of the firm
r>°is commonly known and that lp(K) = K for all KE [0, 1]. Residents' utility functions
are identical and are given by ¢(K)· VI where ¢(K) = 1 - x, The residents believe that other
residents' types are given by i.i.d. random variables VI, ... , Vn that are distributed accord
ing to a differentiable and increasing distribution function F such that .!:i =°for all
i e {I, ... , n}. As before, each resident still knows his own valuation. Because all individ
uals are identical, qi(V;) =Pr(vi+ Ii>"i Vi~r) is independent of i. but depends on the num
ber of residents n. To emphasize this fact and minimize notation, we denote it by qn. Such
economies can be described by the vector (n, F, r).

It can be shown that under these more restricted assumptions, the residents need not
be coerced into participating in the bargaining process and the degree of coercion to which
the firm needs to be subjected is small enough for the firm to still enjoy positive profits.
Moreover, the next proposition shows that the maximal degree of coercion the firm has
to be subjected to in order to guarantee efficiency and hence the total level of coercion
that is imposed on all the agents in the economy becomes negligible in large economies.

Proposition 3. Consider a sequence of public good economies {(n, F, rn)n} such that
limn - P J rn/n = r, E[VJ;t:r, and rn~ VI for large enough n. If the property rights structures in
these economies are yn = I - qn(o), respectively, then, when the number of residents is suffi
ciently large, the total degree of coercion required to achieve the efficient outcome is bounded
from above by 2rne-nc where C is a positive constant.

The necessity of sometimes using coercion to achieve efficiency highlights the fact
that if property rights are not defined at all (i.e. agents have zero on the R.H.S. of their
individual rationality constraints), and disputes are settled via compulsory arbitration, it
is much easier to achieve the efficient outcome. Any mechanism that utilizes an efficient
decision rule and mandates a scheme of transfers that satisfies (1) will generate the efficient
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688 REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES

outcome. Barzel (1989) and North (1990) have observed that, sometimes, property rights
are not fully delineated and argued that this is because the transaction costs involved in
measuring, monitoring, and enforcing them may be higher than the benefits of doing so.
Here, we present a different rational. Namely, the transaction costs that are associated
with fully delineating property rights are due to the fact that doing so encumbers the
process of voluntary bargaining. This insight is also the (implicit) motivation behind the
recent interest in law and economics literature in the relative performance of liability rules
and property rules." (See, e.g. Kaplow and Shavell, 1996 and Ayres and Balkin, 1996). In
fact, our results imply that the superiority of liability rules over the more rigid property
rules in situations that involve externalities is due to the superior performance of com
pulsory procedures for settling disputes over the establishment of rights followed by
voluntary bargaining.

APPENDIX

Proof of Proposition 1.

The proof employs a standard technique in mechanism design literature. It follows Myerson (1981) and Myerson
and Satterthwaite (1983). The fact that the q;'s, ie {O, ... , n}, are non decreasing functions implies that (1)
implies incentive compatibility. We prove the other direction. Incentive compatibility implies that,

for all ie {I, ... ,n} and Vi, ViE [Yi' v;]. When Vi(~)Vi'

_ Vi(qi(Vi) -qi(V,)) ;;;;; E([ri(V-i, Vi,R)] - E[ri(V-i, Vi, R)] ;;;;; _ V(qi(V,) -qi(Vi))

Vi-Vi (<0) Vi-Vi (<oj Vi-Vi

Letting Vi-Hi, this implies that the derivative of E[ri(V_i, Vi,R)] with respect to Vi equals - Viq~(Vi) for all ie
{1, ... , n} and ViE [Yi' v,] whenever qi is differentiable, which because of differentiability of F I , ... , Fn , G is every
where on fYi, Vi]. Integrating both sides, we obtain, E[ri(V-i, Vi, R)] = Qi(Vi)- Viq;{Vi) + K;for all i e {l, ... ,n} and
ViE [Vi' V;] where K, is an arbitrary constant. A similar proof establishes this fact for the firm. II

Proof of Theorem 2.

Proposition 1 in conjunction with the revelation principle (see, for example, Myerson (1985)) imply that there
is no loss of generality in restricting our attention to mechanisms (/(*, r) where r satisfies (1). Consider a mechan
ism (/(*,r) where r is given by (1) and is ex ante budget balance, that is 17=oKi=E[Rqo(R)-Qo(R)]+
17= I E[Viqi(Vi) - Qi(Vi)], In the truth-telling equilibrium, the firm's interim expected profit is Qo(r)+ Ks. Interim
individual rationality is satisfied for the firm if and only if Qo(r)+ Ko~ lfJ(y)r for all re [r, r], if and only if

< . { -I (Qo(r) + Ko)}y=mm If/ .
re[[,r] r

Similarly, in the truth-telling equilibrium, individual i with valuation Vi enjoys an interim utility of Qi(Vi)+ K:
(/(*, r) is interim individually rational for the residents if and only if Qi(V,)+ K;~ epi(y)Vi for all ie {I, ... , n} and
ViE [[i' Vi], if and only if

y~ max {l/>il«Qi(Vi)+Ki)/Vi)}
ViE [Vj,U;]

Thus, (/(*, r) is ex ante budget balanced and interim individually rational with respect to r if and only if there
exists a vector (Ko, .. . , Kn ) such that 17=o K, =E[Rqo(R) - Qo(R)]+ 17= I E[Viqi(Vi) - Qi(Vi)], and

{ {
m- l (Qi(Vi) + Ki)}}.5:.5: . { -I (Qo(r) + Ko)}max max wt -y-mm If/ ,

i e {l, ... ,n) Vie[ri,vil Vi re [[.r] r

8. Property rules prohibit nonconsensual takings; liability rules permit nonconsensual takings in return
for payment of damages. (Ayres and Balkin (1996), p. 704).
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NEEMAN PROPERTY RIGHTS AND BARGAINING 689

if and only if S~ O. Denote the solution to the problem of maximizing S subject to the budget balance constraint
by (Kt, ... , K~). Note that because r is increasing in tK«, ... , K,,), I~'~ 0 Kt =E[Rqo(R) - Qo(R)]
+ I;= 1 E[V;q;(V;) - Q;(Vi)]. To complete the proof consider the mechanism (1(*,1'*) where

ViE{l, ... ,n},

It is straightforward to verify that the constants induced by (1(*, r*) are equal to (K~, ... , K:), and that 1'*
satisfies (1) and ex post budget balance. II

Proof of Proposition 3.

Suppose that the arbitrator relies on the mechanism (1(*, r D
) where rf(v, r) =

W(v, r) - u;(I(*(v, r), Vi) - E[ W( V, r)!V; =0] for every ie {I, ... , n}, and 1'R(v, r) =- I;'~ I rf (v, r). It can be veri
fied that (I(*, 1'D) satisfies (l), ex post budget balance, and that it induces truth-telling as a dominant strategy
for the residents. The fact that y,,=I-q"(O) together with E[W(V,r)IV=v,]-E[W(V,r)!V,=O]=
Q"(vi)~q"(O)Viimplies that this mechanism is individually rational for the residents. The degree of coercion that
has to be imposed on the firm to guarantee efficiency is given by Ynrn - E[max {I;~ 1 Vi, rll}] + nE[Qn(v;)]. We
show that the last expression converges to zero at a rate ne-nc where C> O. (the proof is adapted from the theory
of large deviations, see, e.g, Durrett (1991). p. 59.)

Distinguish between two cases: (a) ElV;] > r, and (b) E[V;] < r. We prove the assertion for case (a) first.
Note that because Yn= l-qn(o) and Qn(v)';;;v for all ve O, Ynrll-E[max{I;'~l Vi,rn}]+nE[Qn(V;)]';;;
rn(1_qn(o». We show that 1 _qn(O)';;;e-nc for some C>O. For all O~O, let qJ(O)=E[e-ev ,] denote the moment
generating function of - VI. Applying Chebayshev's inequality (see Durrett (1991), p. 15) to qJ(O) we obtain

f
'"-Br n - I __ n - 1 <'_ n - 1 _ - n Ie nPr(Ii~t V,';;;rll)';;; exp( OI;~I V;jdFIl-t=E[exp( 0Ii=, V,)]-qJ(O) ,
o

where FIl- 1 is the cumulative distribution of I:' ,I V" Upon rearranging this can be expressed as,

We now show that the last exponent is negative for an appropriate choice of 0 (and large enough n).

Lemma 1. If E[ Vd> r, there exists a e 0 and a large enough N such that for all n;;;N,

r
.'- 8 + log qJ(8)< O.
n J

Proof Denote r'(e) =r"O/(n - I) + log qJ(e). When e =0,/(8) =O. We show that the right-hand derivative
of f at 0, limh->o,h~o [(.f(h) -f(O»/h] denoted D+f(O) exists and is negative for large enough n.

d/dO[(rnO/(n -1] = rn/(n - 1) exists and is arbitrarily close to r for large enough n. Hence, it suffices to show that
3d+ log qJ(O) < -r. Now, qJ(O) = 1. Therefore it suffices to show that 3d+qJ(0) < -1'. However, qJ(O) =f: e-evdF(v).
It follows from standard arguments (see Durrett (1959, p.59) for details) that for
0> 0, 3qJ'(O)= -I: ve-

e,
dF(v). Hence,

:3D+qJ(O) =li~J qJ'ee) =-rvdF(v) =-E[Vd < -1'. II
<'120 .

Since q - 1nCO) =Pr (I;'~ J' V;$ r,,), the lemma establishes the existence of a positive constant C and an
integer N such that 1 _qn(O)';;;e-nC for all n~/V. Hence, rll(qn(v) q"(0»);;;r"e l1c';;;2rne-l1c for large enough n.

The proof for case (b) is similar. y"r,,-E[max{I;'cl V;,r,,}]+nE[Q"(V;)]';;;r,,-rn+nE[Qn(Vtl];$
nE[Vtlqn(v) < rnq"(v). We prove that qll(V);$e"< for some C> O. For all 8;;;0, let lp(O)=E[e lH

,] denote the moment
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690 REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES

generating function of VI. By applying Chebyshev's inequality to 1p(6) we obtain

or

As before, we have,

Lemma 2. If E[ Vd < r there exists a 6 > 0 and a large enough N such that for all n ~ N,
log 1p(6)- [(R(n) - v)/(n -1)]6 < O.

Finally, since qn(v)= Pr(I;:; V,~rn - v), the lemma establishes the existence of a positive constant C and
an integer N such that qn(v)e-nc for all ne N. Hence, rn(qn(v)-q(O»~rne-nc~2rne-nc for large enough n in this
case as well. II

Proposition 4. Consider a public good economy e =({u,)7= I, ti, {F;}7= I, r) where U,(1C, v,) =(1- 1C). v" the
firm's type r is publicly known, n(1C, r) = 1C' r, F, = F for all ie.{I, ... ,n} where F is continuous and increasing,
l' =0 and 0 < r < ns. Then, S~O if and only if

(1/n)E[max n:;= I V" r}] - r/n~E[W(V, R)] - E[W(V, R)I V, = r/n].

Proof Under the assumptions 1C*(V, r) =I when I;= I v,~r and 1C*(V, r) =0 when I;= 1 v,< r. q, is thus
simplified to qi(v,) =Pr (Vi + Ij."i V;~ r) and is independent of i. We henceforth omit the index i whenever possible.

n . { I (Qo(r) + Ko)} Qo(r)+ s;qo(r) =.Pr (Ii= I Vi< r) and mm IJI- = .
re[r,r) r r

We rely on the following fact. Its proof is straightforward and is omitted.

If K;> vq(v) - Q(v) then

max {<l>-I(Q(O) + Ki)}
Oe[r,v) 0

is obtained at v.
Because I' is monotonically increasing in (Ks, . . . , Kn), no loss of generality is involved in assuming that

Ko= rqo(r) - Qo(r)+ I;= I E[Viq,(Vi) - Qi(Vi)] - I;= 1 K; It follows that

Therefore, S~O if and only if

(4)

Because
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NEEMAN PROPERTY RIGHTS AND BARGAINING 691

requires setting K 1 =... =Ki, the last inequality is equivalent to

min {q(V;)[nvi-r] -nQ(v;)} ;;;E[max U:;'= 1 Vi-r,O}] -nE[Q(Vd].
vie [,',v]

Note that we have restricted our attention to K;'s such that K;= V;q(Vi) - Q(v i) for some ViE [~, v]. This restriction
is without loss of generality. Smaller K;'s violate the non negativity constraint and larger K/s need not be
considered because if (4) is satisfied with K, = .. = K; = K' > vq(v) - Q(v) it is also satisfied with K, = ... = K; =
vq(v) - Q(v) because by the fact above if K;> vq(v) - Q(v), maxee[I,v] {ep-I ([(Q(8) + Ki)/8])} is obtained at v and
because nv~r, the L.H.S. of condition (4) with K, = .. = K; = vq(v) - Q(v) is larger or equal to the L.H.S. of
(4) with K, = . - - = K; = K' > vq(v) - Q(v).

Finally, (d/dvi)[q(v;)[nvi - r] - nQ(v;)] = q'( vd(nv; - r) and since q'(Vi) > 0 for all ViE [~, v] the minimum is
obtained where the derivative equals zero, namely at r/n, and equals nQ(r/n). Upon rearranging, we obtain that

O/n)E[max CL;= j Vi, r}] - r/n~E[Qi(V;)] - Qi(r/n).

To finish the proof, recall that Qi(V;) = E[W(V, R)I V;= Vi] - E[W( V, R)jv; =~;]. II
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